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"We like to say that AI is actually augmented intelligence and we believe that the best
results come when machine learning combines with human perception." said Ryan
Detert, CEO of In uential. Whether you call AI: Arti cial Intelligence or Augmented
Intelligence, most would agree that it is having a profound impact as industries
capitalize on the insights and improved productivity derived from leveraging a
thinking business.

This month, Patricia Voorhees from The Alta Group interviewed Ryan Deter to nd
out how they’re leveraging IBM Watson to positively “augment” the performance of
in uencer marketing. We look forward to continuing this AI discussion at the FinTech
Innovation Summit in June. Topics we’ll discuss include: Asset Valuation through Big
Data, Machine Learning & Business Analytics, Re-Envisioning Professional Service
through AI & Into the Mysterious World of a Thinking Business. We look forward to
seeing you there.

PODCAST: Augmented
Intelligence & Machine Learning
Solve the In uencer Marketing
Problem
Ryan Detert, CEO and Founder of
In uential, an A.I. In uencer platform that
matches brands and in uencers using
augmented intelligence and machine
learning is featured in this CEMC Podcast.
Ryan discusses In uential’s evolution to a
data and technology company through
the need to nd ways to monetize content.
Ryan quickly realized that without data,
technology and brand safety, they couldn’t
persuade clients to invest signi cant
budgets. Today, In uential uses
demographic, contextual and
psychographic matching (through their
partnership with IBM Watson) to lift
engagement by 70% and in turn overall
ROI.
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The White House
unveiled a hands-off
regulatory approach
to foster the
development of AI,
while Google
previewed Duplex,
an experimental
service that lets its
voice-based digital
assistant book
appointments on its
own -- but it ended
up raising broader
questions. Glen
Weyl, principal
researcher at
Microsoft and
visiting senior
research scholar in
economics and law
at Yale University,
and Bloomberg's
Mark Bergen discuss
the status of the AI
revolution with Emily
Chang on
"Bloomberg
Technology."
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